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MIE 501 - Lesson Plan No.1 

Subject Matter/Topic/Content Area: 
o Composing a 16th century canon in the style of Lassus 

 
Learning Goals, Learning Objective: 

o Be able to understand the ‘rules’ 
o Apply the ‘rules’ 
o Work collaboratively to compose a short canon 

 
Pedagogical Framework(s): 
Fixed-do solfege, simple intervallic analysis, part-writing techniques (i.e. avoiding 
parallels, resolving leading tones, writing suspensions, being mindful of spacing) 
 
Materials: 

o Projection- project my brief powerpoint and score example of Occulus non 
Vidit 

o Recording- audio of Occulus non Vidit 
o Handout- provide a handout of ‘rules’ because memorizing all of the rules and 

applying them within 20 minutes would be difficult  
o Chalk, chalk board, eraser- for collaborative mini-canons 

 
The Presentation 

1. History 
o Brief historical intro 
 - What’s 16th century music characterized by? What’s it look like/sound 
like? Imitative with exact replication of rhythmic values and intervals, vocal 
primarily, similar to a fugue but with strict imitation not a subject that is later 
expanded upon. primarily use latin texts that reflect the mode or species of the 
melody. 
 - Prolific composers: Orlande de Lassus. 12 motets comprised of multiple 
canons. We look to his music as example of rules or guidelines.  
o Example of a 16th century motet (audio+score of Occulus Non Vidit) 
 - Extract the first 8 mm. voila! A canon. 
 

2. Why do rules or guidelines matter? (before we move to the rules…why bother?) 
 - The goal is to create a canon appropriate for the time period and in the 
style of the period composers 
 - These guidelines will help students understand the commonalities of the 
period and understand how this style differs from other periods/genres/techniques 
 - This will hopefully encourage an appreciation for the period, a desire to 
perform/compose music of this period, and be information that they can draw 
upon for inspiration or reference in other musical disciplines such as music 
theory, composition, or musicology 
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 - Studying music from previous centuries can help students make 
conclusions and educationally sound assumptions about musical elements in later 
periods… (i.e. “Bach does this, I wonder if it’s because Lassus first did this”) 
 - Knowing ‘rules’ of 16th century music to common practice period music 
can aid in sight-reading or ensemble practice. It can make noticing mistakes a lot 
easier. (i.e. “Hey, shouldn’t that F be an F# since it’s the leading tone?” *checks 
score* “it should!”) 

 
3. Rules/guidelines  

o  ‘Common practice period’ part writing rules that we will observe 
- No parallel octaves/fifths 
- Resolve leading tones up 
- Use contrary motion as often as possible 
- Observe spacing between two voices- stay within a 10th 

o ‘Rules’ specific to the 16th century to follow (Dos and DON’Ts) 
o Do: 

• One voice enters, the second voice imitates it exactly until approaching the 
cadence 

• Use consonances: Unison, 8ve, 3rd, 5th, 6th 
• Use Bb or F# only to avoid an aug/dim interval (F# can be used as LT to G 

finalis) 
• Use suspensions only at a cadence (for now) 

  - Parts of a successful suspension (P-S-R)  
  - Preparation: Consonance  
  - Suspension: Dissonance  
  - Resolution: Consonance 

• Raise leading tone at the cadence, resolve up by step 
• Finalis only unison or octave (rare for a fifth) 
• If you leap, only leap once, then step away in the opposite direction 
• Use contrary motion as often as possible 
• Observe spacing between two voices- stay within a 10th 

 
Do NOT: 
  - Dissonance: No (no: 2nd, 4th, 7th, dim or aug intervals) (No dissonances in 
these rhythmic values unless as part of a suspension) 
  - No more than three consecutive 6ths  
  - No leaps larger than a minor 6th 
  - No parallel octaves/fifths 
  - Nothing smaller than a half note for now 
 

o Examples of broken rules and opportunities to correct mistakes 
 

Class activity 
o Two group canon projects at the chalk board within parameters 
o I will observe and assist with questions 
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Parameters: 
o Use only double whole notes, whole notes, half notes; canon at the 3rd or 5th 

(meaning the second voice (comes) enters above or below at that interval) 
o 8 whole notes in length (4 mm.)  
o One example will have the Dux in the top voice, the other the Dux in the 

bottom voice 
o One will have a finalis of G, the other of D.  
o Treble and Bass clef (unsure of the clef reading ability of the class, so to 

facilitate a 20 min lesson, use treble/bass. Point out that this can make spacing 
an issue so proceed carefully) 

o Look for issues – work through them together.  
o Sing your composition as a group. Each group will critique the other’s 

composition and look for opportunities to improve.  
 
Reflections, Questions, Conclusion 

o How could these performances be more entertaining? 
o How could we make the canons more musical or interesting? 
o Conclusion: these guidelines will produce a 16th century compliant canon. 

Perhaps not the most musical - but it will provide a starting point. 
o The process of composing a canon, performing it, and then listening and 

critiquing the other group displays your level of understanding. Being able to 
recognize, articulate, and correct problems is a step further than just writing a 
canon.  

 
Next Steps/Further Learning 

o There are cases for dissonances but there are rules surrounding those that we 
would cover in a subsequent lesson.  

o Spicing it up – include quarter notes and the occasional 8th note pair, add more 
voices, add text, add dissonances where appropriate 

o Use successful canon examples to compose a motet 
o Perform the motet 

 
 


